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China is the biggest developing country in the world. It has a 
population of 1.3 billion, of which 60% live in rural areas. Peasants, 
agriculture and rural problem is China's most concer  and the previous 
government mostly hoped to solve the problems. And establishing a 
sound rural financial service system is of great significance to promote 
socialist new rural construction, narrow the gap betwe n rich and poor 
and construct the harmonious society. Since the reform and opening up, 
with the deepening of the reform of the financial system in China, the 
rural financial system obtained fast development. Now we initially form a 
collaborative financial service system including commercial 
finance,policy finance, cooperative financial and other financial 
organizations. But the current rural financial development faces a good 
many problems such as farmers loan fund outflow, financial market 
competition defect and price distortions. The central government issued 6 
successive no.1 documents from 2004 to 2009 to encourage rural 
financial reform, which reflects the urgency of therural financial problem. 
In recent years, the rural financial problem has become the "bottleneck" 
of our agriculture and rural economic development. The shortage as well 
as the unreasonable structure of our rural financial supply puts our 















Therefore, according to these specific problems, we must relax the 
rural financial access conditions and develop various forms of new types 
of rural financial institutions and small rural regional banks. We should 
attach great importance to the development of the formal financial 
institutions as well as the development of private finance, allowing 
conditional farmers' professional co-operatives creditable cooperation to 
deal with credit business. To establish and perfect mul i-level and broad 
covered sustainable rural financial organization system is the intrinsic 
basis of increasing the supply of rural financial products and easing the 
difficulty of farmers loans.  
  According to these ,at first this paper started with reviewing the 
rural financial system reform in the three decades of China's reform and 
opening up. Then it put forward the most basic economic theory 
according to China's rural facts and the basic laws in the economic and 
financial fields. The paper argued that we should start from the imperfect 
competition market theoryin order to give full play to the positive role of 
market regulation. Then,this paper analyzed the problems existing in the 
rural financial supply and the drawbacks of some financial institution. In 
the core part, the paper analysed the influence of current rural finance 
situation on the three rural issues in China. It put forward the basic ideas 
for the reform of rural financial system as well as specific measures of 















development of rural finance. It also put forward the corresponding policy 
to completely improve the rural financial ecological environment. 
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